Welcome to the GENIVI Open Source Projects Wiki

Beyond IVI and into the connected vehicle

Blog Posts

- Blog: GENIVI All Member Meeting Dates Announced (5-8 October 2021) created by Steve Crumb
- Blog: The Automotive Virtual Platform Specification has been released in version 2.0 created by Gunnar Andersson
- Blog: CVII Extended Working Session Agenda created by Steve Crumb
- Blog: Extended CVII Working Session Planned for 1 July created by Steve Crumb

GENIVI Projects:
- Common Vehicle Interface Initiative -- Home
- Collaborative Projects
- Code Projects (GENIVI github repository)

Trends Driving GENIVI Work:
- Vehicle E/E and software architecture trends
- Vehicle cloud computing and connected services

GENIVI Scope:
GENIVI Alliance has expanded its scope beyond delivering an open, Linux-based in-vehicle infotainment platform to help automakers and their suppliers develop standard approaches to integrate multiple operating systems in the central and connected vehicle cockpit and to enhance vehicle connectivity to the cloud.

For more information on engaging in GENIVI, please contact help@genivi.org or visit www.genivi.org.